The p-adic cohomology theories, which have been developed in 1 4 -7 1 I , , enable one to compute explicitly the zeta matrices (therefore zeta functions, see [6, p. 444 with some growth condition, whose existence has been established 10 161· k Let 6' be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue class field .' I containing Z/pZ, maximal ideal M and a quotient field K of charactens uC zero. Let d be an 6'-algebra and let A = d 0" k .
• This work was done during the visit at West Virginia University and East Ca~Olil1; Let ;r be a prescherne over tY, tYx the structure sheaf of ;r, r:,(.X) the sheaf of 6'-differentials of tYIf and r~(j) the exterior algebra of r:, (;r (f) , fE,1} and let r;m be the quasi-coherent " sheaf of differential graded ,1-algebra over the prescheme ;r and we define .. Q"
" .
and notice that, as we will observe after Eqs. Rccall the zeta function of elliptic curvc X:
over a finite field of order p' is given by
Therefore the integer a = the trace of [6, pp. 450-453] 
with its abutment the 1st hypercohomology H'rx, r;rx)~. But since X is \ an affine scheme, we nave: 
Htnce we ar tYpe (a) x' e reduced to consider the following types of elements of r~(fn:
where i is a non-negative er ) ,I"ltent y (1.2) In the above it suflices to show that b, and b, generate the I 8 s of type (b) in r'IB)
.;. 'i "
: III, , • 1 I I': 
, . for i~3 and XYdX=b, and X'YdX-(g,j12)b,. X'YdX can be computed as follows: 
Hence we have the exact sequence .
... H'(%,r;(%)') H'(% -
(y-J dX (d), i I , Xy-J dX (e), \ X'y-J dX (f), fori~ J. , NOlice that I y-J-' dY= y-J-'. _i . y-'. (I2X' -g,jdX 2 • I = 6X'y-J-' dX _ ~" y-J-' dX. " But y-J-, _ 0 th . dY = -(JI) d(y-J), therefore 6X'y-J-' dX -(g,/2) y-J-' dX • at IS,(1.
5) ' I X'y-J-' dX_..¥2-y-J-l dX
for )",1.
• 12 l in th e same manner as above, we get 
Ll 12j 2j , (1.10) In the process of getting Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10), terms Xy-J-I dY and X'y-J-ldY are replaced by their cohomologous elements (l/j) y-J dX and (2/j) Xy-J dX, respectively. We have to take care of initial terms in (1.9) and (1.10). Lettingj= 1 and 2 in the Eq. (1.9), we have y-' dX= 9g, y-I dX + 6g, Xy-I dX= 9g, b, + 6g, Xy-I dX,
and from (1.10) for j = I and 2:
for j", I.
( 1.9) gl-27gl. Eliminating the term y-J-' dX from (1.6) and (1.8),
lVe replace Y-' dX by the right-hand side of (1.11). we finally obtain
There are two clements X'Y-' dX and X'Y-' dX that are not covered by llie recursive formulas (1.9) and (1.10):
On the olher hand. we have )8Ythed~" i e"OItlOn of (2.2), 
q! r! s! Hence the recursive formula (1.3) can be used. For; = I, we have
IThe recUrsive ~ I recursive ~ ormula (1.10) can be applied for the term XY-' dX;'and the (g,f12) y_';,'~la (1.9) for the term X'y-' dX as it is cohomologo us to We . by (1.5).
• For; !'I ve a proof of (2.5.2) (and (2.5.I)) by mathematical induction on I.
, 'e ob-t . ' the len side or(2.5.2) is X' Y-"dX. Using X' = j(Y' +g,X +g,}, HY' +g,X +g,) y-n dX. , "
Then we get the left side of (2.5.2). The proof of (2.5.1) can be given 
